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Abstract—Research in the field of recognizing unlimited
vocabulary, online handwritten Indic words is still in its
infancy. Most of the focus so far has been in the area of isolated
character recognition. In the context of lexicon-free recognition
of words, one of the primary issues to be addressed is that of
segmentation. As a preliminary attempt, this paper proposes
a novel script-independent, lexicon-free method for segmenting online handwritten words to their constituent symbols.
Feedback strategies, inspired from neuroscience studies, are
proposed for improving the segmentation. The segmentation
strategy has been tested on an exhaustive set of 10000 Tamil
words collected from a large number of writers. The results
show that better segmentation improves the overall recognition
performance of the handwriting system.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Recognition of cursive handwriting has been addressed
for Latin scripts in [1], [2]. Except Bangla, handwriting
in Indian languages is hardly cursive. People write such
that compound characters or aksharas in a word normally
do not touch one another, though there can be overlaps in
the horizontal direction. Except for a few selected works
in [3], [4], challenges dealing with recognition of online
handwritten words in Indian languages have not been
adequately addressed. The published literature till date
mostly focus on the issue of isolated character recognition
[5], [6].
Literature deals with both segmentation-free and
segmentation-based approaches for word recognition.
Segmentation-free methods [7], also called holistic
recognition, recognize the word as a whole using suitable
features. Conversely, other techniques consider a word as a
collection of segmentable symbols [8], [9]. In [10], [11],
a two level segmentation scheme for Chinese symbols is
reported.
This paper proposes a novel, script-independent,
lexicon-free feedback based method for segmenting online
handwritten words to their constituent symbols. Though
the proposed segmentation approach is applicable to any
script written with individual symbols, we use Tamil as an
illustrative example in this work [12]. There is no reported,
comprehensive work on recognition of online handwritten

words using segmentation, to the best of our knowledge.Our
feedback strategy approach is motivated from studies in the
area of neuroscience [14], wherein extensive feedback paths
from the LGN to the cortical areas aid in either inhibiting
and facilitating the responses of LGN relay cells. In this
work, we employ feedbacks from features and classifier
likelihoods to correctly segment a given online Tamil word
into its constituent symbols. The publicly available IWFHR
database [13] is used for learning various statistics about
the 155 Tamil symbols. Since the focus of this work is
on segmentation, 10,000 handwritten Tamil words are
collected using a custom application running on a tablet
PC from the students and teachers of six high schools in
the South Indian state of Tamil Nadu. Hereinafter, we refer
to this collection as the ‘MILE Word Database’. Statistics
derived from the IWFHR database can be used to analyze
the symbols in the MILE Tamil word database, since our
data has been acquired with the same resolution as that of
the IWFHR dataset.
II. D OMINANT OVERLAP S EGMENTATION
A handwritten Tamil word is a sequence of n strokes
W = {e
s1 , se2 ....., sen }. In general, there is significant horizontal x-overlap between the strokes of the same symbol in
the case of multi-stroke Tamil characters. Initially, based on
the overlap of the bounding boxes of successive strokes,
the word is grossly segmented to output stroke groups .
Thus, the ‘Dominant Overlap Segmentation’ (DOS) merges
the heavily overlapping successive strokes as stroke groups,
each of which is possibly a valid Tamil symbol.
If there is significant x-overlap between the k th stroke
group Sk and its successive stroke, the two are merged as
the new Sk . Otherwise, the successive stroke begins a new
stroke group Sk+1 . Thus, all the strokes of the word are
segmented. Let the minimum and maximum x-coordinates
of the bounding box (BB) of the ith stroke sei be denoted
by (xim , xiM ). Given the current stroke sec , its overlap Okc
with the previous stroke group Sk is defined as
(
)
xSMk − xcm xSMk − xcm
c
,
Ok = max
(1)
xSMk − xSmk xcM − xcm
where xSMk and xSmk are the maximum and minimum xcoordinates of the BB of the k th stroke group. Fig.2(a)

based on specific criteria proposed in this work. The ensuing
stroke groups are dealt with as valid symbols for the given
word. The blocks (shown under dotted rectangle in Fig.1)
are employed in the feedback segmentation module and are
discussed in the following sections.
IV. C REATION OF K NOWLEDGE BASE

Fig. 1.
Lexicon-free symbol segmentation.(DOS- Dominant Overlap
Segmentation module; #DP- No. of dominant points; ISF- Inter-stroke
features; EN- Enable Signal; FS- Feedback Segmentation module.

illustrates the parameters used to determine Okc . Successive
strokes are merged if Okc exceeds a threshold T0 . The DOS
step results in a set of p stroke groups, where p <= n.
However, DOS may output invalid patterns due incorrect
segmentation (Fig.2 (b) and (c)). Errors arise due to both
over-segmentation and under-segmentation. The symbol
in the word (Fig.2(b)) is segmented into 2 stroke groups, as
shown by separate BBs. The DOS outputs 5 stroke groups
instead of 4. In Fig.2(c), the symbols
and
of the word
merge to a single stroke group, which is highlighted by a
single BB. In this case, DOS outputs 4 stroke groups instead
of 5. Such segmentation errors reduce the recognition rate
of the handwriting system.
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Fig. 2. DOS. (a) Computing the degree of overlap Okc between two
contiguous strokes. (b)and (c) Incorrect segmentation by DOS for Okc =
0.2.

A set of features is derived for each stroke group obtained
from the DOS step. The statistics obtained for each of these
features from the symbols in the IWFHR dataset have been
effective in detecting and correcting possible segmentation
errors.
1) Number of Dominant Points: The number of dominant points (# of DPs) of a stroke group is used as a
cue in this work. Given a preprocessed stroke group,
we begin by marking the first pen position as a DP.
Starting from the current DP, the absolute value of the
angle between pen directions at successive points is
computed and accumulated along the online trace. The
accumulation step is done as long as the cumulative
sum Ts is less than a threshold Tθ . The pen position, at
which Ts ≥ Tθ , is marked as the next dominant point
and the process continues till the end of the trace.
The resulting # of DPs extracted is used as a feature
descriptor. Fig.3 (a) presents the DPs for the stroke
group
with Tθ set to 45o . Pre-processing a stroke
group comprises the steps discussed in [5]. For the
k th stroke group, we denote the number of dominant
points by N Sk .
2) Inter-stroke features (ISF) : These features apply to
stroke groups comprising m strokes (m > 1)
a) The horizontal distance bi from the BB x-maxima
of the ith stroke to the first point of the (i + 1)th
stroke is recorded. The maximum of the computed widths (denoted by bM ) is used as a
feature.
b) The horizontal gap di between last point of the
ith stroke to the first point of the (i + 1)th stroke
is computed. The maximum of the computed
widths (denoted by dM ) is used as a feature.
1
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III. F EEDBACK S EGMENTATION
Feedback segmentation (FS) detects possible errors in
the generated stroke groups from the DOS, and refines
the segmentation by merge, retain or split operations to
output valid stroke groups or symbols. For the examples
shown in Fig.2 (a) and (b), if the FS module is successful,
it should output 4 and 5 stroke groups, respectively. The
stroke groups output by the DOS are regarded as tentative
candidates for valid Tamil symbols. Feedback segmentation
may modify the number of stroke groups output by DOS,
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Fig. 3. Extraction of (a) dominant points for a character. (b) inter-stroke
features for a stroke group. Here, dM > 0 , bM < 0. The direction of the
trace is shown by arrows.

Table I
F REQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF DOMINANT POINTS IN
WRONGLY- SPLIT SYMBOLS OF THE IWFHR DATASET.

module.
VI. D ETECT AND CUT UNDER - SEGMENTATION

# DP
1-3
4-6
7-10
11-13
13-15

Frequency
136
220
150
70
30

The ISF is illustrated for the stroke group
(Fig.3 (b)),
written in 2 strokes. As will be discussed in the following
sections, the ISF detects possible merges of valid symbols
in a stroke group, while # of DPs identify probable broken
symbols.
By employing the features described, a knowledge base is
created , wherein for each symbol ωc in the IWFHR dataset,
the following statistics are generated.
ωc
1) Maximum number of dominant points NM
over all
valid samples.
2) Maximum horizontal inter stroke gap dthr (ωc ) over
all valid samples.
V. D ETECT AND MERGE OVER - SEGMENTATION
The DOS is applied to each of the training samples of
symbols in the IWFHR dataset. The presence of two or
more stroke groups in a given sample indicate an oversegmentation error. The frequency distribution of the # of
DPs for the symbols (in the IWFHR dataset) broken by
DOS is presented in Table.I. A stroke group possessing less
than 16 DPs may correspond to a part of a symbol that has
been over segmented. Let Sk correspond to a stroke group
that is likely to be a broken symbol. Consider SN (k) to be
the neighboring stroke group whose BB is closest to that
of Sk . The x-y coordinates of the trace of Sk and SN (k)
are independently pre-processed and sent for recognition
to generate the likelihoods for the most probable symbols
N (k)
k
P (ωtop
) and P (ωtop ) .
k
1) The stroke groups are merged whenever, P (ωtop
)<
N (k)
N (k)
k
k
Pthr (ωtop ) or P (ωtop ) < Pthr (ωtop ). Pthr (ωtop
)
N (k)
and Pthr (ωtop ) represent the minimum likelihood
returned by the SVM across all correctly recognized
N (k)
k
samples of ωtop
and ωtop in the IWFHR Test set.
2) Let SM represent the stroke group, obtained by merging Sk with SN (k) . For a possible merge, we require
N (k)
k
the average likelihood of ωtop
and ωtop to be less
M
than P (ωtop ) for SM . However, for avoiding any
unintentional merges, we ensure that the maximum
horizontal inter stroke gap in SM is less than the maxM
imum possible horizontal gap dthr (ωtop
). We obtain
M
the value of dthr (ωtop ) from the knowledge base.
Fig. 4 present an illustration wherein the symbol
suspected to be broken in the DOS gets corrected in the FS

b M >0

Fig. 5.

Distinct symbols wrongly merged by DOS. Here bM > 0.

A detailed analysis of raw stroke groups (comprising
multiple strokes) obtained from applying the DOS step on
the words from the MILE database reveal that stroke groups
satisfying bM > 0 may correspond to valid symbols that
have been merged, resulting in an under-segmentation error.
Referring to Fig.5, the 2 symbols and are merged to a
stroke group. Being an outlier, the SVM in general provides
a low likelihood to the stroke group
.
Let bM correspond to the inter stroke gap between q th
and (q + 1)th strokes in Sk respectively. Accordingly, the
two valid symbols s1 and s2 merged in Sk can be written as
s1 = {Sk1 , Sk2 , ........Skq } and s2 = {Skq+1 , Skq+2 , ........Skm }.
The x-y coordinates of s1 and s2 are in turn pre-processed
and subsequently recognized to generate confidence likej
lihoods Pj∗ = maxi P (ωi |xs )
j = 1, 2. We favor
splitting
the stroke group Sk into s1 and s2 whenever
∑
Pj∗
2

≥ P (ωtop |xSk ). Here ωtop represents the most probable symbol returned by the SVM for Sk . For the scenario,
where the inequality is not satisfied, stored information from
the knowledge base is employed to split Sk .
ω
1) If N Sk ≥ NMtop is satisfied, the signal EN is enabled
(refer Fig.1) and we proceed ahead in segmenting Sk
into 2 valid symbols s1 and s2 .
2) If dM ≥ dthr (ωtop ), EN is enabled and we segment
Sk .
Fig.6 illustrates the case wherein the erroneous stroke group
at the start of the word is segmented correctly to 2
valid symbols
and
respectively.
VII. P ERFORMANCE ON THE MILE W ORD DATABASE
Before applying the proposed feedback segmentation
technique on the Tamil words, the parameters of SVM are
tuned by testing its performance on the IWFHR Competition
Test set. The x and y coordinates of the pre-processed
symbols are used as features. A recognition performance
of 86% is achieved on the test set with the RBF kernel
parameters C = 5 and γ = 0.2.
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Fig. 4. Correction of over-segmentation. (a) Fourth symbol is split into two by DOS. (b) This Stroke group has a low posterior probability and is suspected
to be a part of a symbol. (c) The second split part of the symbol also has low posterior probability. (d) Merged symbol has higher likelihood. (e) Correctly
segmented word.
bM >0
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Fig. 6. Correction of under-segmentation. (a) A word under-segmented by DOS (b) Stroke group with bM > 0 and low likelihood is suspected to
comprise two valid symbols. (c) and (d) the individual split symbols, when recognized, have higher average likelihood. (e) Word correctly segmented by
FS.
Table II
M ERGER OF TWO SYMBOLS BY DOS,

SPLIT BY

Input Word

FS

AND CONSEQUENT IMPROVEMENT IN RECOGNITION .
SYMBOLS ARE SHOWN WITHIN BOXES .

Recognized symbol after DOS

T HE INCORRECTLY RECOGNIZED

Recognized symbol after FS

Table III
S PLITTING

OF SYMBOLS INTO TWO STROKE GROUPS BY DOS, CORRECT SEGMENTATION BY FS AND CONSEQUENT IMPROVEMENT IN
RECOGNITION . T HE INCORRECTLY RECOGNIZED SYMBOLS ARE SHOWN WITHIN BOXES .

Input Word

Recognized symbol after DOS

We now demonstrate the impact of the proposed FS
strategies on the MILE word database. A few sample words
correctly segmented by the algorithm are shown in Tables
II and III. DOS on each word in Table II led to an undersegmentation error. On the other hand, one valid symbol
in each word in Table III is wrongly split. The incorrect
segmentation by the DOS in turn increases the symbol
recognition errors (as indicated by the squared boxes in the
second column of the tables). However, all the constituent
symbols of these words are recognized correctly after the FS
step (as observed from the third columns). Across the 10000
words in the MILE database comprising 53026 symbols,
a segmentation rate of 99.7% is achieved at symbol level
after FS. The segmentation with feedback in turn improves
the symbol recognition rate from 83% (with DOS alone) to
86.9%.
We finally address the drawbacks of the proposed al-

Recognized symbol after FS

gorithm. Segmentation fails in scenarios where symbols
are written as a different temporal sequence not frequently
encountered in practice. Moreover, the methods are not
robust in merging symbols comprising large horizontal interstroke gaps, that are comparable to the horizontal intercharacter gaps. Given that there is no prior work done in
segmenting online Indic words, it is difficult to compare our
method to a benchmark. However, the features being script
independent, there is scope in adopting similar feedback
based methodologies to segment words in other Indic scripts
such as Kannada, Telugu and Malayalam.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we present a novel unlimited vocabulary,
lexicon free segmentation approach for online Indic words.
The given word is segmented in the DOS into a set of stroke
groups. Using dominant point and inter stroke features,

segmentation errors, if any, are detected. The stroke groups
suspected to be erroneous are corrected with feedback
strategies to form valid symbols (FS module). The reduction
of the segmentation errors in the FS module in turn leads
to an improvement in the performance of the handwriting
recognition system.
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